
Definition of Punting

What could be finer than punting on the river Cam on a lovely sunny day? It's an
image often associated with Cambridge - lazy summer days, champagne picnics,
men in straw boaters..., hashers in strange clothing…

Punts are flat-bottomed boats which, because they don’t have a keel, are usually
steered with  a long pole  (about  10 foot  long). Strawberries  and Champagne,
Pimms or similar alcoholic drinks are recommended/mandatory companions on
any punt.

Somebody  (usually  the  person  who  draws  the  short  straw!)  stands  on  the
platform at the back (called the till) and pushes the pole against the river bed in
order to move the punt. The end of the pole that goes in the water has a metal
shoe which is often shaped like a swallow’s tail designed to protect the pole and
also to give some sort of purchase on the river bed. 

Anatomy of a Punt

Anatomy of Typical Punters



Troubleshooting Guide for Novices

Q. What if I lose my pole?
A. Don’t panic, poles are usually made of wood and
due to the laws of physics (archimedes principal) they
will  in fact float.  You can use the PADDLE (helpfully
and perceptively supplied with every punt) to steer the
punt back to the pole. If bored, you can also use the
paddle for splashing other people. Only do this if you
know  the  splashee  though.  Be  warned  that  water
pistols are often present at a hash punting event.

Q. Why am I going round in circles?
A. You are probably dropping the pole too far AWAY from the punt, try to drop it 
closer to the edge of the craft and slightly behind where you are standing.

Q. Why am I going backwards?
A. You are probably dropping the pole in front of where you are standing. 
Therefore when you push you will move backwards.

Q. Why are my armpits and torso getting wet?

A. The process of handling the pole – running it through your hands as you lift it 
out of the river to make a fresh prod into the riverbed has the effect of scraping 
off the considerable amount of water that has gathered on its surface, and 
because of gravity, that water carefully channels itself along your wrists and arms
and up inside any rolled down sleeves you happen to be wearing at the time.

The water performs this remarkable trick every time you move the pole in and 
out of the river and in a very short space of time any sleeves become absolutely 
drenched and so, by association, does the wearer. The water even follows the 
curve of your armpit and then proceeds down your torso towards your trouser 
legs. This may be why punting is largely a warm weather pastime.

Q. Why am I going so slowly?
A. Try pushing a bit harder or let someone else have a go.

Q. Why do my arms feel like they are dropping off?

A. Its hard work punting miles up a river. If you are a novice, then make sure that
there are at least two of you in the boat that are willing and physically able to 
share the workload.

A Punting Error?

http://www.flickr.com/photos/snapperz/521197463/


Q. What if the pole gets stuck?
A. Unfortunately there is a tendency for the pole to get stuck in the glutinous 
river bed mud. If this happens, first try twisting the pole to free up the metal 
prongs on the end of it.

If this fails it is important to let go, because due to laws relating to momentum 
and bodies in motion, the punt will be anything but locked in position. So, if you 
do forget to let go of the pole you will inevitably exit the punt and either end up 
taking an early dip, or alternatively dry but perched at the top of the pole. 
Unfortunately, this situation is not sustainable and will result in you gradually 
sliding down the pole into the water. So either way you end up wet. 

Q. The darned thing won’t go straight. Is there anything I can do about 
it?
A. After pushing with the pole, leave it trailing in the water for a bit and use it like
a rudder to help keep the punt going in a straight line. I read somewhere that
standing slightly to one side of a punt also helps it to go straighter.


